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Visual lexical decision is a classical paradigm in psycholinguistics, and numerous studies have assessed the so-called "lexicality effect" (i.e. better performance with lexical than non-lexical stimuli). Far 
less is know about the dynamics of choice, because many studies measured overall reaction times, which are not informative about underlying processes.  Although stimuli are ultimately categorized as 
either lexical or nonlexical, the underlying lexical decision is not necessarily a discrete process. In fact, we argue that it would be better described in terms of a dynamic competition between candidate 
alternatives (in our case, lexicality vs. non-lexicality of the stimulus). 
We measured participants' hand movements toward one of two item alternatives by recording the streaming x,y coordinates of the computer mouse. Linguistic and pseudo-linguistic stimuli could be 
ordered along a lexicality dimension or a "lexical dimension line", which functions as a continuum between highly lexical items (i.e. words with high frequency values), weak lexical items (i.e. words with 
low frequency values), weak nonlexical items (i.e. legal pseudowords) and highly nonlexical items (i.e., strings of letters). 
Using the MouseTracker apparatus [1], we tracked continuous hand movement responses during a visual-lexical decision task to observe the graded effects of competing items attracting the trajectory 
of the mouse also during trials in which the categorization was correctly executed.
Method
Participants. Twenty-two students native speakers of Italian (20-35ys) 
Task. Visual lexical decision. While participants responded, the x and y coordinates 
of the mouse trajectories were recorded (sampling rate ~70Hz) 
Mouse Tracker Experiment
Results Trajectory analysis: spatial attraction
During the categorization 
process the stimuli with the 
most lexical ambiguity  were 
affected by activation of 
competing categories. 
No difference emerged for High 
Frequency words and Letters 
Strings, whose trajectories 
closely resembled the ideal 
straight response line.   
Results Trajectory time-course analysis
Intercategory difference score 
between Lexical (LF-HF) and 
Nonlexical stimuli (PW-LS). 
Averaged movement trajectories  
difference between Pseudowords 
and Letter strings start at the 43rd 
normalized time (~345ms), 
reaching the maximum amplitude 
at the 66th  time slice (~690ms).
No difference for Lexical stimuli.
Diagram of MouseTracker 
standard coordinate space 
and the calculation of Area 
Under the Curve  (AUC), a 
measure of spatial attraction 
to the opposite category.
Discussion
Measures of kinematics during the choice were highly informative on how lexical decision unfolds in time, revealing its dynamic and competitive aspects [2]. Results 
are consistent with dynamic models proposed in numerous domains of decision-making [3, 4, 5] and recently introduced to explain lexical processing [6,7].
Analysis of the mouse movements showed that the Pseudoword trajectories were attracted to the lexical category. This attraction was not continuous; it was a sharp 
deviation from the initially selected direction. Thus, participants initially committed to the lexical (incorrect) response and then subsequently switched their 
commitment to the (correct) nonlexical response. Partial activation of orthographic representations initially points the decision toward the lexical category, and the 
subsequent top-down revision  process from phonology and semantics (as completion of the orthographic processes) correctly drives towards the nonlexical 
category. Early involvement of mouth-articulatory regions in covert recognition of written language provides further support for this view [8].Our results then suggest 
a competitive process in which information is accumulated for the competing alternatives, in a non-stationary way (as orthographic representations could be 
available before phonological and semantic information). This process is less pronounced for Low Frequency words (that is, items with weak lexical representations), 
for which averaged trajectory was smooth, with graded attraction to the alternative category. The averaged trajectories of High Frequency words and Letter Strings 
showed direct pursuit of the correct response, with no efficient competitors.      
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24 singular nouns, 
mean freq. 536.9 
(151-1370)
24 singular nouns, 




legal, derived by low 
freq. words 
24 strings of 
letters of Italian 
alphabet
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